MASTER OF SCIENCE - BIOLOGY

BARNES, Rebecca Jean
Thesis: Study of Host-Pathogen Interactions using a Model of Pseudomonas aeruginosa Infection of Lung Epithelial Cells

BISWAS, Shekhar Ranjan
Thesis: Riparian Vegetation Response to Clearcutting Along Small Streams of Boreal Forest

DAVEY, Lauren
Thesis: Modulation of Listeria monocytogenes biofilms by Pseudomonas spp. Secreted substances

DECARLO, Correne
Thesis: Method Optimization and Gene Expression Analysis of Interferon Kappa mRNA in HPV-Associated Cervical Disease

GODIN, Peter Robert

MAKI, Miranda Lea
Thesis: The effect of biofilm and the role of rpoS on the survival of a p-nitrophenol-degrading Pseudomonas putida strain

OUELLET, Jacob Daniel Leonard
Thesis: Changes in physiology and reproductive success in fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) exposed to pulp and paper mill effluent

SUTHERLAND, Lindsay E
Thesis: Radiation Response in Cells Derived from Individuals with Hereditary Breast Cancer

MASTER OF MANAGEMENT

GILES, Paul Sebastian

HAYS, James Ean

SPOONER, Aaron Joel
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT

REAVLEY, Oliver

SHEIDAEI, Seyed Emadeddin

MASTER OF ARTS - ECONOMICS

CHAPUT, Brandon Adam Alexander
Cooperative Option

YUAN, Yinzi

MASTER OF EDUCATION - EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

AGAWA, Carrianne

BEBONANG, Susan Clara
Thesis: Traditional Knowledge and Values Today: Nimkii Beneshii Migizii Kwe-Thunder Bird Eagle Woman

CORBIERE, Orien Albert

FARRELL, Amy L
Thesis: Kakanjegawin, To Know. Anishinawbe Epistemology and Education: A Philosophic and Holistic Exploration of Anishinawbe Approaches to Knowledge and Implications in Education

GRAHAM, Anita Irene
Thesis: Adult College Students' Perceptions on Science Education: Reclaiming Lost Ground in Science Education in Preparation for Health Science Programs

HOLNESS, Verna May

HUGHES, Courtney Katrine
Thesis: Environmental Education and the Cheetah Conservation Fund: Exploring Children's Value-Based Relationships with Cheetahs

KAILIK, Alyson Kim
Thesis: An Arts-informed Study of Artemis and Apollo: Implications for teachers

KRIEGER, Leslie Alison
KUHL, Gail Janine
Thesis: Human-Sled Dog Relations: What Can We Learn from the Stories and Experiences of Mushers?

LOWAN, Gregory Edward
Thesis: Outward Bound Giwaykiwin: Wilderness-based Indigenous Education

MITCHELL, William
Thesis: The Changing Climate of Outdoor Education in the Quebec CEGEP System

MITSOPoulos, Angela

MOREncy, Andrea Mae

MULTAMAKI, Sarah Isabel
Thesis: Preservice teachers' perceptions of teaching in communities in Northwestern Ontario

REINIKKA, Marsha Ann
Thesis: Physician-teacher perceptions of undergraduate medical students' four-week integrated community experience

RUBERTO, Lori Ann

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY - EDUCATIONAL STUDIES

PONTELLO, Karen Marie
Cognition and Learning
Dissertation: Handwriting: An Exploration of Foundational Skills

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING - CONTROL ENGINEERING

AHMAD, Saleh
Thesis: Design of a 6-DOF haptic interface for robotic teleoperation

GAO, Zhiying
Thesis: End-to-end Shared Restoration in Multi-domain Networks

JI, Xiaoxu
Thesis: Intelligent Systems for Active Vibration Control in Flexible Engineering Structures
MAHMOOD, Hisham
Thesis: Robust Control of DC-DC Boost Converter

VRBANEK, Josip

YIN, Nairui
Thesis: Wave Reflections in a Semi-infinitely Long Cylinder with an Attached Solid of Revolution

YU, Hang
Thesis: Testing of Nitride-Semiconductor-Based Sensors for Monitoring in Control Systems

YUAN, Kewei
Thesis: Joint Design of PAPR, PICR, and OBP in OFDM Systems

ZHANG, Bai
Thesis: Packet Scheduling for AMC-Based OFDMA Wireless Communication Systems

ZHANG, Xiaoyun
Thesis: Context-aware Mobile Learning on the Semantic Web

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING - ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

XIE, Ke
Thesis: Submerged Anaerobic Membrane Bioreactors for Kraft Evaporator Condensate Treatment: Feasibility and Membrane Fouling Studies

MASTER OF ARTS - ENGLISH

ARTHUR, Tamara Alexis Olivia
Thesis: Writing Bodies into History: Margaret Atwood’s Alias Grace and The Blind Assassin
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY

JACKSON, Karen Lee  
Thesis: Influence of Regeneration Method on Juvenile Jack Pine  
Clear Wood Static Bending Properties and Specific Gravity

LI, Jun Lin  
Thesis: POST-FIRE NATURAL REGENERATION OF YOUNG STANDS  
ON CLEARCUT, PARTIAL-CUT AND UNCUT SITES OF BOREAL  
MIXEDWOODS: Fire NIP 10 Burned Stands Regeneration Analysis

MARFO, Jacob  
Thesis: Effects of Elevated Carbon Dioxide Concentration and  
Light on Biomass, Morphology and Physiology of Black Spruce  
and White Spruce Seedlings

STRATTON, Christopher Bradley  
Thesis: Forest Structure and Small-Mammal Responses to  
Variable-Retention Timber Harvest in the Cape Breton Highlands  
of Nova Scotia

THOMSON, Ashley  
Thesis: Development of Optimal Breeding Zones for White Spruce  
in Ontario Under Current, Past, and Anticipated Future Climate  
Change

YOUNG, Steven  
Thesis: Lumber Recovery, A Leaf Area Model, and Water Use in  
Response to Commercial Thinning, for Plantation-Grown Black  
Spruce (Picea Mariana [MILLS] B.S.P.)

MASTER OF SCIENCE - GEOLOGY

MORAN, Patrick Cowan  
Thesis: Lithogeochemistry of the Sedimentary Stratigraphy and  
Metosomatic Alternation in the Musselwhite Gold Deposit, North  
Caribou Lake Belt, Superior Province, Canada: Implications for  
Deposition and Mineralization

SURETTE, Clarence Leopold Joseph  
Thesis: The Potential of Microfossil Use in Paleodiet and  
Paleoenvironmental Analysis in Northwestern Ontario
GRADUATES
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FALL 2008

MASTER OF ARTS - HISTORY

BUTZKE, Nicole Lee Rosinen
Thesis: British West Indians in Panama: An Analysis of Linda Smart Chubb's Memorandum in The Forgotten People

NIGRO, Laura Nicole

PARENT, Gabrielle

PUCCI, Connie Georgette

SAMSON, Amy

STILLWELL, Devon Elise

WALKER, Ashley Jessica Wray

MASTER OF SCIENCE - KINESIOLOGY

KARIOJA, Reija Carlene
Specialization in Gerontology
Thesis: The Impact of a 10-Week Structured Exercise Class on the Perceptions of Vasomotor Symptoms Experienced by Perimenopausal Women: A Qualitative Collective Case Study

PIKE, Duncan Christopher
Thesis: Investigating the Effects of Visually Augmented Video Feedback on Performance of an Ice Hockey Skating Skill

WALSH, Evan
Thesis: The Application of Acceleration Frequency Domain Factors in the Analysis of Headform Impacts

YANG, Yijian
Specialization in Gerontology
Thesis: The Effects of a Taiji Quan Exercise Intervention on Balance, Mobility, and Quality of Life of People Treated for Cancer
MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH - HEALTH STUDIES

BRANIFF, Kerry
Thesis: Assessing the Relative Perspective of the Regulation on Kinesiologists Among other Health Professionals

BROWN, Jessica Morgan

CLARK, Cameron

DUBOIS, Sacha Jon
Thesis: The Impact of Benzodiazepines and Opioid Analgesics on Safe Driving

GIBBONS, Carrie Elizabeth

GOTTFRED, Bradley Donald

GRIFFITH, Sean
Thesis: Correlates and Select Quality of Life Measures Among Individuals with Schizophrenia and Comorbid Diabetes Compared to Individuals with Schizophrenia Only

JAMIESON, Philip Bruce

KOT, Kathleen

MIDDLEMASS STRAMPEL, Cindy Anne

NOWROUZI, Behdin
Thesis: Workplace Support for Employees with Cancer

RAY, Lana
Thesis: Exploring Well-Being in a First Nation Community: A Qualitative Study

SIDORSKI, Nelson

MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH - SPECIALIZATION IN NURSING

BROWN, Nicole Magdeline
EDWARDS, Katarina Anne

GAGALO, Karina A
Thesis: Optimizing the Transfer of Patient Care Information Among Nurses and Members of the Multidisciplinary Team in a Regional Hospital in Northwestern Ontario

GROULX, David R

HARRISON, Cheryl Joyce

JESSIMAN, Kristen Dawn
Thesis: Everyday Ethics in Case Management: Experiences of Moral Distress by Professionals in a Community Health Care Setting

KELLS, Alexandria

MASTER OF SCIENCE - MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES

ADJEI, Emerald Adjetey

YUAN, Wei
Cooperative Option

MASTER OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES - NATURE-BASED RECREATION & TOURISM

LESUEUR, Perrine
Thesis: Mapping Recreation Use Patterns and Forest Values: A Canadian Boreal Forest Case Study

MCCLELLAND, Carrie Beth
Thesis: An Exploration of the Views of Volunteers in Outdoor Recreation within a Social Economy Framework

SCORGIE, Michael Davide Kenneth
Thesis: Skiers and Snowboarders Perceptions of the Quality of a Ski Resort in Japan: An Application of Importance Performance Analysis and Recreation Specialization
MASTER OF ARTS - CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

BRAZEAU, James
Thesis: Assessment of Magno-, Parvo-, and Koniocellular Visual Streams in Migraine

MADON, Stewart
Thesis: Spatial and Attentional Influences on Nonverbal Magnitude Discrimination in Depressed and Non-Depressed Individuals

PATOLA, Jennifer Marilyn
Thesis: Men's Ability to Detect Cyclical Changes in Women's Facial and Bodily Attractiveness

ROLDAN, Oscar Eduardo
Thesis: Body Dissatisfaction and Affect: The Effects of Mode of Mind Induction and Three Dimensional Body Shape Exposure

TRULL, Graham McMonies
Specialization in Gerontology

MASTER OF SCIENCE - EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY

ARMSTRONG, Joshua James
Thesis: Exploring Medication Oversight Utilizing Mixed Linear Analyses

DOKIS, Cameron Walter Joseph
Thesis: A Neuropsychological Profile of Northern Native Male Sovent Abusers

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY - CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY

BURGESS, Leah
Dissertation: A Rational-Empirical Strategy with IRT to Derive Personality Disorder Scales from the Personality Assessment Inventory

MARANZAN, Kathryn Amanda
Specialization in Gerontology
Dissertation: The Health Status and Needs of Aboriginal People Assessed for Home Care in Ontario
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

BOYNTON, Heather Marie

BREWER, Laura Beth

DUBOIS, Elizabeth Joy
Specialization in Gerontology

DUMOULIN, Stefanie Lynn

GOVIER-STACHOW, Lisa Margaret L

HESTER, Elizabeth K D

KERBASHIAN, Janne Henriette

KING, Starla

LITTLE, Katherine

MARANO, Karen Jean

PARKS, Debra Ann

PRONTACK, Donna

SAJ, Cindi

YERXA, Jana-Rae